SAMPLES
Exercise #1—Creative Typography

GRC 101—Introduction to Graphic Communications
You will always find something in the last place you look.
DON'T FORCE IT
GET A BIGGER HAMMER
Anything will always fall in the toilet if dropped in the bathroom.
If the enemy is within range, so are you.
anything good in life is either illegal, immoral, or fattening.
MURPHY'S GOLDEN RULE: WHOEVER HAS THE GOLD MAKES THE RULES
If a child is very afraid
THERE'S ALWAYS ONE MORE BUG!
PRESSURE
Things get worse
Auto Focus, WONT
Before you can find your 
Handsome Prince 
you will have to kiss a lot of 

FROGS.
ALL THE GOOD ONES ARE TAKEN
SMILE

TOMORROW WILL WORSE BE
Train is a tunnel of the light at the end.
A falling object will always land where it can do the most damage.
The **LARGEST Vehicle**

`Always has the right-of-way`
The First

MYTH

Of Management

Is That It Exists
The Largest Vehicle always has the right of way.
THINGS GET WORSE UNDER PRESSURE
Sooner or later you will spill your beer.
A falling object will always land where it can do the most damage.
The more you worry the bigger the problem.
BulletProof Vests AREN'T
LEAKPROOF SEALS WILL
THINGS TEND TO GO FROM BAD TO WORSE
If It Is Breakable
It Will Be Broken
FRIENDS COME AND GO

BUT

ENEMIES accumulate...
If the ENEMY is within RANGE, so are YOU.
CHAOs always wins because it’s better ORGANIZED